ABOUT DEMODESK

Demodesk is a fast growing tech startup spun off from TU Munich with the vision to revolutionize remote interaction and collaboration. We developed a proprietary screen sharing technology, which beats classic web conferencing solutions like Skype or TeamViewer in terms of throughput and latency. Besides, we will be the first web conferencing tool that enables screen sharing analytics and AI-based real-time conversation intelligence.

IDP TOPICS

We are looking for IDP teams (up to 3 students) in full- or part-time to support us in building the best and smartest screen sharing software out there. Depending on your skills and interests, there are different areas for possible IDP projects:

- **Server virtualization & microservices**: Help us enhance our screen sharing technology. Experience with Linux, X11, Kubernetes is ideal.
- **Web app development**: Improve our frontend and implement new features using Vue.js (similar to Angular/React)
- **NLP and Artificial Intelligence**: Help us building the first intelligent real-time conversation assistant

WHAT WE OFFER

- You work on a technically demanding software with a unique value proposition and international orientation
- You are part of a fast growing early stage start-up company and work closely together with the founders (two CDTM alumni w/ combined 7+ years of working experience in Silicon Valley and Tier 1 strategy consulting)
- Office in the heart of Munich (Giselastraße)
- High self-responsibility and steep learning curve

Start date: Flexible

Possible faculties (dep. on your preference):
- TUM Chair of Entrepreneurial Finance (Prof. Braun)
- TUM Chair of Strategy & Organisation (Prof. Welpe)
- TUM Chair of Data Processing (Prof. Diepold)

If this sounds interesting to you, send your CV to jobs@demodesk.com or reach out to +49 89 41209631 in case of questions.

We are looking forward to meeting you!